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	The Definitive Guide to Ajax Web Application Development


	Evolve from the click-and-wait programming pattern to the latest Web 2.0 paradigm using this comprehensive guide to Ajax. Written by Web development expert Thomas Powell, the book lays out every feature of Ajax alongside detailed explanations and real-world code examples.


	Ajax: The Complete Reference explains how to create and test Ajax-enabled Web applications using the XMLHttpRequest object as well as alternative JavaScript-based communication mechanisms. You'll explore a variety of sample applications featuring emerging user-interface conventions and build applications that address real-world networking and security issues. A robust communication library is developed throughout the book that enables you to architect flexible Ajax applications. The latest technologies such as Web services, Flash-Ajax integration, client-side templates, Comet, and Offline Access are also covered. Discover the future of Web development today!
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Encyclopedia Of ManagementGale, 2005

	The Encyclopedia of Management, 5th Edition is an alphabetical reference book covering a comprehensive slate of management concepts. Last published in 2000, this fully revised work represents the latest management theories and practices. Each essay has been revised and new essays have been added to reflect the current state of management. The...
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The Digital Matte Painting HandbookSybex, 2011

	From an early age, I wanted to be an artist. I was drawn first to comic books and then to science-fiction literature because of the wondrous images that fed my artistic imagination. When I read Edgar Rice Burroughs, Robert Heinlein, and Isaac Asimov as an adolescent, I would spend as much time studying the covers as I did reading the books,...
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Determining Health ExpectanciesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Health expectancies were developed to address the important question of whether or not we are exchanging longer life for poorer health - replacing quality by quantity.

	Health expectancies extend the concept of life expectancy to morbidity and disability by providing a means of dividing life expectancy into life spent in various states...
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Learning JavaO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Java is the preferred language for many of today’s leading-edge technologies—everything from smartphones and game consoles to robots, massive enterprise systems, and supercomputers. If you’re new to Java, the fourth edition of this bestselling guide provides an example-driven introduction to the latest language...
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Adaptive Array Systems: Fundamentals and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
In the last fifty years, extensive studies have been carried out worldwide in the field of adaptive array systems. However, far from being a mature technology with little research left to tackle, there is seemingly unlimited scope to develop the fundamental characteristics and applications of adaptive antennas for future 3G and 4G mobile...
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The Biology of Schwann Cells: Development, Differentiation and ImmunomodulationCambridge University Press, 2007


	It is now over 200 years since Theodore Schwann first described

	the cell which bears his name. Such early descriptions of nervous

	system components were done without the powerful microscopes

	we have today, yet Schwann and Ramon Y. Cajal made foundation

	observations which still stand. Cajal’s papers, especially, show the...
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